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When Renee, sweetly oblivious of her looming doom, claimed to have inherited a sizable industrial-valve fortune, Junior thought she might be
inventing the wealth or at least exaggerating to make herself more desirable. But when he accompanied her back to her place, he discovered a level
of luxury that proved she wasn't a shop girl with fantasies..As Junior stood at Seraphim's grave, his breath smoked from him in the still night air, as
though he were a dragon..Later, as Bonita and Francesca proudly served their mother's individually molded Christmas-tree-shaped servings of flan,
which they themselves had plated, Barty leaned close to his mother and, pointing to the table in front of them, said softly but excitedly, "Look at
the rainbows!"."Oh, sure, I know," Mary said. "But when it's a bad place, you feel it before you go in. So you just go around to the next place that
isn't bad. No big deal.".Paul watched as Barty hopped down from his chair and crossed the busy kitchen in a straight line to the wall phone, without
one hesitant move..do further testing, of course, but not until he's been stabilized at least twelve hours. Personally, I don't think we'll find any
physical cause. Most likely, this was psychological-acute nervous emesis, caused by severe anxiety, the shock of losing his wife, seeing her
die.'.summoned an expression no less dubious than that of a policeman listening to the alibi of a suspect with bloody hands. Then: "I'm quite sure
that Wroth Griskin does not make candlesticks. If that's what you're looking for, I'd recommend the housewares department at Gump's.".The
silence on the line was not merely that of a caller holding her tongue. It was abyssal and perfect, as no silence on a telephone ever can be, without
the faintest hiss or crackle of static, no hint of breathing or.In the sermon that brought him a moment of fame that he'd found more uncomfortable
than not, Daddy had used the life of Bartholomew to illustrate his point that every day in every life is of the most profound importance.
Bartholomew is arguably the most obscure of the twelve disciples. Some would say Lebbaeus is less known, some might even point to Thomas the
doubter. But Bartholomew certainly casts a shadow far shorter than those of Peter, Matthew, James, John, and Philip. Daddy's purpose in
proclaiming Bartholomew the most obscure of the twelve was then to imagine in vivid detail how that apostle's actions, seemingly of little
consequence at the time, had resonated down through history, through hundreds of millions of lives-and then to assert that the life of each
chambermaid listening to this sermon, the life of each car mechanic, each teacher, each truck driver, each waitress, each doctor, each janitor, was as
important as the resonant life of Bartholomew, although each dwelt beyond the lamp of fame and labored without the applause of
multitudes.."Longer to wait between Christmases," she said. "And between birthdays. I'd save a bunch of money on gifts.".At the end of their
second date, however, Frieda invited Junior up to her apartment, to see her Lientery collection and, no doubt, to take a ride on the Cain ecstasy
machine. She owned seven canvases by the painter, received as partial payment of his PR bills..By the time the family was ushered out, protesting,
at the end of evening visiting hours, Junior hadn't succumbed to their pressure. If his conversion was to appear convincingly reluctant, he would
have to resist them for at least another few days..The report on the tower forced Junior to consider his mortality; fear, hurt, and self-pity roiled in
him. His voice trembled with offense: "You do know, Mr. Magusson, what happened to my Naomi was an.Applying his intelligence now, he
employed simple meditation techniques to calm himself and to slow his heartbeat. The cop was trying to rattle him into making a mistake, but calm
men did not incriminate themselves.."-and the under girding of the observation platform itself is unstable. The whole thing could have fallen down
with us on it!".She wanted so badly to believe, to see her son made whole again, and the funny thing was that she could believe, and without
emotional risk, because it was true..Hope, on many wings, hovered all around the physician, but he was afraid to let it roost..Here, now, came the
anaconda smile. "Did you argue about the baby, Enoch? Maybe she wanted it, and you didn't. Guy like you--a baby would cramp your style. Too
much responsibility.".When he dared to look in the mirror above the sink, he expected to see a haggard face, sunken eyes, but the grim experience
had left no visible mark. He quickly combed his hair. Indeed, he looked so fine that women would as usual caress him with their yearning gazes
when he made his way back through the gallery..Evidently, the hero was accustomed to encounters of this nature. He rose, pulled out the unused
fourth chair. "Please sit with us.".He felt so happy, he was improving every day in every way, life just got better-but then something happened that
was worse than the shooting. It ruined his day, his week, the rest of his year..Angel interrupted, bursting into the room, gasping for breath. "Come
quick! It's incredible. It's wonderful. You've got to see this. And I mean, Barty, you have to see this.".."Don't worry," Celestina told him, "after
what we've seen this past week, we're still with you.".He reached the end of the alleyway, stumbled into the stream of pedestrians, nearly knocked
over an elderly Chinese man, turned, and discovered ... no Vanadium..Agnes's chilled bones. Pushing a tangle of wet hair away from her face, she
realized that her hands were shaking..When Agnes woke at 1:50 A.M., she was in the grip of a vague apprehension for which she couldn't identify
a source.."Yes. The dried root of a Brazilian plant, the ipecacuanha. It induces vomiting with great effectiveness. The active ingredient is a
powdered white alkaloid called emetine.".They knew no one named Bartholomew, and she had never heard the name from him before, but she
knew what he wanted. He was speaking of the son he would never see..On one particular street in Bright Beach, however, the most significant
event of the year occurred on a pleasant afternoon in early April, when Barty, now nine years old, climbed to the top of the great oak and perched
there in triumph, king of the tree and master of his blindness.."Doesn't look so spooky to me." She turned the knave of spades so the baby could see
it. "Does he scare you, Barty?".Ever since he'd searched Vanadium's house, over fourteen months ago, Junior had enjoyed learning about other
people by touring their homes in their absence. Because he was unwilling to risk arrest for breaking and entering, these explorations were rare,
other than in the homes of women whom he'd dated long enough to justify swapping keys. Happily, in this golden age of trust and easy
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relationships, as little as a week of hot sex could lead to key-level commitment..In his room, he settled on the bed with his constipating snacks and
the county telephone book. Because he had packed the directory with the Zedd collection, the thief hadn't gotten it..Outside, Celestina took Angel's
hand as they descended the front steps to the street..A mutual interest in ballroom dancing had resulted in their introduction when each needed a
new partner for a fox-trot and swing competition. Nolly had started taking lessons five years before he had met Kathleen..Sitting on the edge of the
bed, Maria lightly salted the runny eggs and spooned them into Agnes's mouth. "Eggs is as chickens does.".impress the hell out of the hoity-toity
types, take their money, and get famous.".Having anticipated a problem of one kind or another, Junior withdrew a packet of crisp new
hundred-dollar bills from an inside jacket pocket. The bank band still wrapped the stack, and on it was printed $10,000..Golden lamplight gilded
the front windows downstairs. He would sit with Victoria on the living-room sofa, sipping wine as they got to know each other. She might tell him
to call her Vicky, and maybe he'd ask her to call him Eenie, the affectionate name Naomi had given him when he wouldn't tolerate Enoch. Soon,
they would be necking like two crazy kids. Junior would disrobe her on the sofa, caressing her smooth pliant body, her skin buttery in the
lamplight, and then he would carry her, naked, to the dark bedroom upstairs..And God has four hundred billion billion fingers, and He plays a
really hot version of "Hawaiian Holiday..They would have given him an antinausea medication. It most likely wasn't going to work quickly enough
to save him.."He came through the surgery well. He'll be in post-op for a while, then brought here to the ICU. His condition's critical, but there are
degrees of critical, and I believe we'll be able to upgrade him to serious long before this day is over. He's going to make it.".glasses off the table. He
seized one of the pewter candlesticks, as well, knocking the candle out of it..Agnes had believed that through this ordeal, she'd largely spared her
child from an awareness of the awful depth of her misery. In this, however, as in so many other instances, the boy proved to be more perceptive and
more mature than she'd realized. Now she felt that she had failed him, and this failure ached like a wound..Not once did he look back to see if the
fire had grown visible as a glow against the night sky. The events at Victoria's were part of the past. He was finished with all that. Junior was a
forward-thinking, future-oriented man..He stopped for lunch at a restaurant with a spectacular view of the Pacific, framed by massive pines..In bed,
lights out, Junior marveled at his daredevil spirit. He never stopped surprising himself..Through the big window beyond her, the charry branches of
the massive oak tree formed a black cat's cradle against the sky, leaves quivering slightly, as though nature herself trembled in trepidation of what
Junior Cain might do.."He'll just think I'm an incompetent detective. If he comes around wanting his five hundred bucks back, I'll give it to
him.".Before setting out from home, Joey had buckled his lap belt, but because of Agnes's condition, she hadn't engaged her own. She rammed
against the door, pain shot through her right shoulder, and she thought, Oh, Lord, the baby!.Not understanding, thinking that he was inexplicably
asking if she loved him, she said, "Yes, of course, you silly bear, you stupid man, of course, I love you.".Junior intended to add one stocky ghost to
the party. Perhaps on a summer night in years to come, at the edge of the light fall from his Coleman lantern, a fisherman would see a
semitransparent Vanadium providing entertainment with an ethereal quarter..Fortifying herself with more coffee, Jolene said, "Edom, you were
going to tell us how Joey's coping with fatherhood.".Sitting at the desk, Celestina phoned her parents again. She shook uncontrollably, but her
voice was steady..For half an hour he studied Barty's eyes with various devices and instruments. Thereafter, he arranged an immediate appointment
with an oncologist, as Joshua Nunn had predicted.."Maybe I won't have to try as hard as I think, because you make it so easy, Barty."."Yes," she
admitted, her face still close to his, "I'm afraid. But Dr. Chan is a fine surgeon, and this is a very fine hospital."."No, no. But being around him so
much, inevitably I absorb some details. He's a compelling speaker when the subject interests him."."Of all the things I might be meant to do with
my life," he told Agnes, "I believe nothing will matter more than the small part I've had in bringing together these two children.".By now, Junior
realized that he had been locked in a meditative trance for at least eighteen hours. He had settled into the lotus position at five o'clock Monday
afternoon-and Bob Chicane had shown up or their regular instruction session at eleven Tuesday morning..The lawyer's eyes appeared as round as
his face. "Aggie, please don't tell me you've started to share Jacob's ... enthusiasms? ".A man came out of the stone tower. He passed them, walking
hurriedly with a queer shambling gait, staring straight ahead. His chin shone and his chest was wet with spittle leaking from his lips..Turning in
circles, he tipped his head back, presenting his face to the streaming sky, laughing..His wife, Dorothea, adored him, not least of all because he had
taken in her eighty-year-old mother and treated that elderly lady as though she were both a duchess and a saint. He was equally generous to the
poor, burying their dead at cost but with utmost dignity..Because drugs foil all efforts at self-improvement, Junior had no use for the cocaine and
acid. He didn't dare sell them to recover his money; even five thousand dollars wasn't worth risking arrest. Instead, he gave the pharmaceuticals to a
group of young boys playing basketball in a schoolyard, and wished them a Merry Christmas. The twenty-fourth of December began with rain, but
the storm moved south soon after dawn. Sunshine tinseled the city, and the streets filled with last-minute holiday shoppers..A nurse in surgical
greens appeared. "Pull up the sleeves of your scrub nearly to your elbows. Scrub hard. I'll tell you when to stop."."You figure all this," Jolene
asked, "because Mother Nature gives us a nice warm day in January?".For a finder's fee, Junior was put in touch with a papermaker named Google.
This was not his real name, but with his crossed eyes, large rubbery lips, and massively prominent Adam's apple, he was as perfect a Google as
ever there had been..The parsonage was a clean, respectable, and even charming house, but nothing about it might be called grand. No sweeping
staircase offered a glamorous showcase adequate for Scarlett O'Hara. Instead, the stairs were enclosed, accessed by a door in one comer of the
living room..Tom stared at the girl's drawing-quite a good one for a child her age, rough in style, but with convincing detail-and if skin could be
said to crawl, his must have moved all the way around his body two or three times before settling down again where it belonged. "Are these ...
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?".He wondered what it would be like to make love to Renee and kill her. Only once had he killed without good reason. And that had been one of
the infuriating Bartholomews. Prosser in Terra Linda. A man. On that occasion, no erotic element had been involved. This would be a
first..Assuming this criticism was amusing hyperbole, Junior laughed, but Sklent squinted those virtually colorless eyes, and Junior's laugh
withered in his throat. "Well, maybe that's how it'll work out," he said, wanting to be on Sklent's good side, but he was at once sorry he'd spoken
those words in front of witnesses..A sense of fellowship in extraordinary times drew everyone closer, to hug, to touch, to share the wonder. For a
long moment, even in the symphony of the storm, in spite of all the plink-tink-hiss-plop-rattle that arose from every rain-beaten work of man and
nature, they seemed to stand here in a hush as deep as Tom had ever heard.."There's no clear evidence of birth defects, but a couple tests reveal
some worrisome anomalies. We'll know when we see the child."."I doubted myself more than God, though Him, too. I had those boys' blood on my
hands. They were mine to protect, and I failed.".He shook his head. "I think he's evil, not crazy. And stupid in the way that evil often is. Too
arrogant and too vain to be aware of his stupidity-and therefore always tangled up in traps of his own making. But nonetheless dangerous for being
stupid. In fact, far more dangerous than a wiser man with a sense of consequences.".At one point late in the afternoon, as all three Hackachaks were
hurling scorn and invective at Junior, he noticed Vanadium standing in the doorway, observing. Perfect. He pretended not to see the cop, and when
next he sneaked a look, he discovered that Vanadium had vanished like a wraith. A thick slab of a wraith..Most likely, if Victoria was entertaining,
the visitor's car would have been parked in the driveway..Packed full of aftermath, the movie was too violent for Junior's taste. He had wanted to
meet at a showing of Doctor Dolittle or The Graduate. But Google, as paranoid as a lab rat after half a lifetime of electroshock experiments,
insisted on choosing the theater..One, two, three, four-Edom took away all the remaining pies. He pointed at Barty and then at the empty table..This
trick, however, was far more difficult than walking where the rain wasn't. Sustaining vision took both a mental and physical toll from him..During
the rest of that first year, he walked to Palm Springs and back, a round trip of more than two hundred miles, and north to Santa Barbara..Then it
would stop. The torment would stop. Surely. His sense of drift, of sliding aimlessly through the days, would lift from him, and he would find
purpose once more in determined self-improvement. He would definitely learn French and German. He would take cooking classes and become a
culinary master. Karate, too..After carefully wiping her fingers on a paper napkin, Maria examined the garments with interest. She carried her
living as the seamstress at Bright Beach Dry Cleaners. At the sight of each rent, popped button, and split seam she clucked her tongue..Room to
room through the upstairs. Checking closets. Behind furniture. Bathrooms. In Paul's private spaces. No Cain..Shaking off this peculiar case of the
spooks, Barty proceeded toward the stairs. Just when he reached the newel post, he heard the faint creak of the marker floorboard behind him..In
the motel office, Junior paid for another night in advance. His preference in lodgings didn't run to greasy carpeting, cigarette-scarred furniture, and
the whispery scuttling of cockroaches in the dark, but though feeling better, he was too tired and shaky to drive..He had nothing against Negroes.
He didn't wish them ill. He wasn't prejudiced. Live and let live. He believed that as long as they stayed with their own kind and abided by the rules
of a polite society, like everyone else, they had a right to live in peace..which was beginning to come into view, was as sharp as pins and needles,
sheer torture to her eyes..Nolly sighed. "Well, I guess if you were going to just plug him, you could've done that already, soon as you got to
town.".He surprised himself by sitting up in bed and shouting, "Shut up, shut up, shut up!".Edom carried the honey-raisin pear pie, and Agnes toted
Barty across the neatly cropped yard, to the front door. The bell push triggered chimes that played the first ten notes of "That Old Black Magic,"
which they heard distinctly through the glass in the door..In the morning, at breakfast, from this calmer perspective, he looked back at his tantrum
in the middle of the night and wondered if he might be in psychological trouble. He decided not. In November and December, Junior studied arcane
texts on the supernatural, went through new women at a pace prodigious even for him, found three Bartholomews, and finished ten needlepoint
pillows..Lipscomb women gladly obey the wishes of Lipscomb men-unless they disagree, of course, or don't disagree but are just feeling
mulish..So much argued against the idea that they could succeed as a couple. In this age when race supposedly didn't matter anymore, it sometimes
seemed to matter more year by year. Age mattered, too, and at fifty, he was twenty-six years older than she was, old enough to be her father, as
surely her father would quietly but pointedly--and repeatedly!-observe. He was highly educated, with multiple medical degrees, and she had gone
to art school..The beetle-green Pontiac waited in the driveway, with a shine that tempted nature to throw around some bad weather. Joey always
kept a spotless car, and he probably wouldn't have had time to earn a living if he had resided in some shine-spoiling climate rather than in southern
California..But, ah, the heft of the candlestick, the smooth arc it made, and the crack of contact had been as hugely satisfying as any home-run
swing that had ever won a baseball World Series..After examining Phimie, who was nauseous, Daines prescribed an anticonvulsant, an antiemetic,
and a sedative, all intravenously..On second thought-no. If Seraphim had told anyone she'd been raped, the police would have been at Junior's
doorstep in minutes, with a warrant for his arrest. No matter that they would have no proof. In this age of high sympathy for the previously
oppressed, the word of a teenage Negro girl would have greater weight than Junior's clean record, fine reputation, and heartfelt denials..As she
struggled to cope with her loss, the last thing Agnes needed was the reminder posed by that empty chair. Maria's intentions were good, however,
and Agnes didn't want to hurt her feelings..Like a disc fish with silvery scales, the coin lay in the cup of Junior's palm. Directly over his life
line..Otter shook his head..A delay of a few hours, before getting her under a physician's care, might still be risky. But so was forcing her into a
local hospital to endure the mortification she desperately wanted to avoid..In reaction to a terrible sense of weightlessness, Agnes's two-fisted grip
on the steering wheel grew so tight her hands ached. She held on with all her strength, as if at real risk of floating out of the car and up toward the
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source of the raveling skeins of rain.."Does my dad like Christmas?" Barty asked, sitting on the grave grass in front of the headstone..For a while,
Junior half convinced himself that the quarter in his cheeseburger, in December '65, was a meaningless coincidence, unrelated to Vanadium. His
short tour of the kitchen, in search of the perpetrator, had given him reason to believe the diner's sanitary standards were inadequate. Recalling the
greasy men on that culinary death squad, he knew that he'd been fortunate not to discover a dead rodent spread-eagle on the melted cheese, or an
old sock..She told him to stay on the line, stay on no matter what, told him to keep talking to her, and he hung up..Agnes wanted to reach out and
touch him, but she found that she didn't have the strength to raise her arm. She was no longer holding her belly, either. Both hands lay at her sides,
palms up, and even the simple act of curling her fingers required surprising effort and concentration..And somewhere Selma Galloway, their
neighbor, was not a spinster but a married woman with grandchildren.."You don't get the heebie-jeebies," Max said. "You give 'em. Tell me what's
wrong.".This wasn't art. This was pandering, mere illustration, more suitable for painting on velvet than on canvas..The pair of sliding doors at the
living-room archway stood half open. Beyond, voices drew Paul against his will..From the public hallway on the ground level, stairs led to the
upper three floors. He would be able to hear anyone descending long before they arrived..Her awful sense of weightlessness became something
much better: buoyancy, an exhilarating lightness of spirit. Fear remained with her-fear for Barty, fear of the future and of the strange complexity of
Creation that she'd just glimpsed-but wonder and wild hope now tempered it..Agnes prepared a dinner to indulge him: hot dogs with cheese, potato
chips. Root beer instead of milk..Junior was reminded of a scene in an old movie, something Naomi wanted to watch, a love story set during the
Black Plague: a horse drawn cart rolling through the medieval streets of London or Paris, the driver ringing a hand bell and crying, "Bring out your
dead, bring out your dead!" If contemporary San Francisco had provided such a convenient service, he wouldn't have had to toss Neddy Gnathic in
the Dumpster in the first place..The sleeves of the pajama top were pushed up, revealing more of the disease's vicious work. The muscles of her
useless left arm had atrophied; the once graceful hand curled in upon itself, as though holding an invisible object, perhaps the hope she never
abandoned..The boy's silvery giggles rang as merrily as sleigh bells, his Christmas spirit undampened. "Not between, Mommy. Nobody could do
that. I just ran where the rain wasn't.".She was a duplicitous bitch, too. After coming on to him, after teasing a reaction out of him, she had run off
and gossiped about him as though he had instigated the seduction. Worse, to make herself feel important, she had told the police her skewed
version, surely with much colorful embellishment..With her brothers, she adjourned to the waiting room, where the three of them sat drinking
vending-machine coffee, black, from paper cups..In this brighter light, he further examined the gallery brochure and discovered Celestina's
photograph. She and her sister were not as alike as twins, but the resemblance was striking..Three times, Mary vanished, and three times she
reappeared, before she led the bamboozled Koko to her mother and father. "Neat, huh?".Now, here on this sunny ridge in Oregon, miles from any
train and farther still from any nuns, Junior applied this artistic insight to his own situation, overcame his squeamishness, and regained some
momentum of his own. He approached his fallen wife, stood over her, and stared down into her fixed eyes as he said, "Naomi'.".Knacker, Hisscus,
and Nork, all talking at once, then failing silent as if they were a single organism, then talking in rotation but interrupting one another, tried to
advance their agenda..Sobbing desperately, he dropped the telephone handset on the secretary, seized the dishtowel. He wrapped the cloth tightly
around the shattered stump, applying pressure to diminish the bleeding..could spring the new deadbolts as easily as the old. Therefore, on the
interior of the front and back doors, Junior added sliding bolts, which couldn't be picked from outside..Rescuers encouraged her to move safely
away from the passenger's door, as far as possible, to avoid being inadvertently injured as they tried to break in to her. She could go nowhere but to
her dead husband..This morning, only his love for his sister, Agnes, gave him the courage to drive and to become the pie man..In the crisis, the rack
holding her oxygen bottle had been rolled to the bed. The breathing mask lay on the pillow beside her..As though the blush were transmitted by a
virus, Junior caught the primrose-pink contagion from the pianist..The boy wasn't translucent, as his father's ghost had been on that drizzly January
night almost three years ago. The same drowned light of this gray afternoon that revealed the gravestones and the dripping."Sometimes she wrote
little paragraphs to God, very touching and humble notes of gratitude, thanking Him for bringing you into her life."."You're all right, we've got you
now." His soft yet reverberant voice was so unearthly that his words seemed to convey an assurance more profound and more comforting than their
surface meaning..The customers were in a mood, most of them grumbling about their ailments. Others complained about the dreary weather, the
increasing number of kids zooming along sidewalks on these damn new skateboards, the recent tax increases, and the New York Jets paying Joe
Namath the kingly sum of $427,000 a year to play football, which some saw as a sign that the country was money-crazy and going to Hell..The
house was hers, free and clear of mortgages. There were two savings accounts to which Joey had diligently made deposits weekly through nine
years of marriage..On the afternoon of November ninth, when Paul and Barty were with her, reminiscing, and Angel was in the kitchen, getting
drinks for them, his mother gasped and stiffened. Breathless, she paled past chalk, and when she could breathe and speak again, she said, "Get
Angel now. No time to bring the others.".Although she had never seen snow other than in pictures and on film, this deep-settled silence seemed to
speak of failing flakes, of white muffling mantles, and she wouldn't have been in the least surprised if, stepping outside, she had found herself in a
glorious winter landscape, cold and crystalline, here on the always-snowless hills and shores of the California Pacific.."It isn't that, Daddy. You
remember, when we were all together the day before yesterday, how afraid Phimie was of this man. Not just for herself ... for the baby.".He knew
for a fact that Seraphim had died in childbirth. He had seen the gathering of Negroes at her funeral in the cemetery, the day of Naomi's burial. He
had heard Max Bellini's message on the maniac cop's Ansaphone..Kitchen staff. All men. Some looked up in surprise; others were oblivious of
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him. He stalked the cramped work aisles, eyes watering from the fragrant steam and the heat, seeking Vanadium, an answer.."I hope it was all right
I let him in, Mr. Cain." Sparky had a capuchin's overbite, too. "He told me it was an emergency.".Off the hard surfaces of cabinets, refrigerator, and
ovens, the twin reports crashed and rattled. The windowpanes briefly thrummed..Enigmatic as ever on this subject, he continued: "I'm probably not
blind more places than I am. Yeah, sure, I'd rather be me in one of the other places where my eyes are good, but this is the me I am. And you know
what?".During the past week, Junior had undertaken quiet background research on the prestidigitator with a badge. The cop was unmarried. He
lived alone, so this bold visit entailed no risk..Once, he had been a superb driver. For the past decade, his performance behind the wheel depended
on his mood.."Do you know about the earthquake that destroyed seventy percent of Tokyo and all of Yokohama on September 1, 1923?" he
asked..KATHLEEN IN THE candlelight, her ginger eyes a glimmer with images of the amber flame. Icy martinis, extra olives in a shallow white
dish. Beyond the tableside window, the legendary bay glimmered, too, darker and colder than Kathleen's eyes, and not a fraction as deep..out of
hand. "Well ... yes, I suppose so." Spineless, unethical quack bastard, Junior thought bitterly..He slipped the card out from under the change, turned
it over. A joker. Printed in red block letters across the card was a name, BARTHOLOMEW..Junior suspected that no one other than this man's
mother called him Tom. He was probably "Detective" to some and "Vanadium" to most who knew him.
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